| Secure, Modern Workplace

Productivity challenges?
That’s an opportunity
You should expect more from your technology—
the workplace is complex enough as it is.
With Office 365 as a foundation, your productivity can soar to its full, collaborative
potential. And with Zix’s Advanced Security Audit, you’ll get unique insight into your
environment’s vulnerabilities as well as remediation tools and ongoing protection. It’s
all wrapped in Zix’s Phenomenal Experience which includes 24/7/365 support that
resolves 97% of inquiries on the first call.

Join forces with the #1 Microsoft partner
and leading cloud email productivity,
security, and compliance platform.

Modern Workplace Challenges
A
Limited collaboration

Employees are disconnected from the
people and information they need.

B

C

Hostile environment

Increased vulnerability

Lack of communication oversight, HR
and legal don’t have visibility.

The move to the cloud and new citizen
integrators create tool sprawl and risk.

Only 60% of work time is spent being
productive. - Atlassian

“Who has that
information?”

D
Restrictive access

“All I do is handle
password requests.”

Managing your team’s office apps
pulls you away from more important
work.

“I can’t believe what he
just said to me.”

“The email looked like it
was from the CEO.”

“Well, that’s not how we
do things here.”

E
Business disruption

Institutional reluctance to evolve
and experiment.

Secure, Modern Workplace with Zix

Limited collaboration?

Hostile environment?

Increased vulnerability?

IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY AND
RESPONSIVENESS

FOSTER A SAFE AND
WELL-GOVERNED
WORKPLACE

SECURE THE
BUSINESS

Break down traditional barriers and
bring consistency to your business
with Microsoft Office online
applications like Outlook, Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, and more.
Work anywhere, on any device.

Always know what’s being sent
across your network or within your
work apps. In the event of a
harassment suit or inquiry, pull all
the relevant conversations with
ease.

OneDrive | SharePoint | Teams |
Yammer | Hosted or desktop apps

Information Archiving – Email,
Twitter, Slack, Teams | Data Loss
Prevention policies | Encryption

A

B

95% of businesses received an
email threat in 2019
Corporate email is among the top
targets for cybercriminals. Outpace
and neutralize threats with Zix’s
portfolio of security solutions.
Always up-to-date operating
system and applications |
Encryption | Advanced Email
Security | Security Audit

C
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Stifled innovation?

Heavy admin burden?

FREE YOUR TEAM UP
FOR THE IMPORTANT
THINGS

FREE YOURSELF UP FOR
THE IMPORTANT THINGS

Subscription-based work tools
reduce your capital expenditures
and ensure you’re always current
with updates and patches. And
Office 365 means everyone has
the tools to execute on their ideas.

Consolidate logins for the Microsoft
suite of tools in a plug-and-play
solution that simply works. Bundle
your email hosting and security for a
simple and secure inbox backed by
Zix’s Phenomenal Experience,
special relationship with Microsoft,
and a financially-backed SLA.

Turnkey solutions | White glove
migration | Phenomenal
Experience

White glove migration | Phenomenal
Experience

D
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BACKED BY ZIX’S
PHENOMENAL EXPERIENCE
Zix’s care team resolves 97% of issues on
the first call. As one of the top Microsoft
Office 365 resellers, Zix has unique
expertise and a special relationship that
allows its team to act as your advocate so
you don’t have to wait on hold.
24/7/365 U.S. based support available
by email, phone, or chat
White glove migration | 13+ year
relationship with Microsoft

A secure and productive world with Zix

Sync with patient
wearables

Increase profitability
with digital trust

Modernize services

Transform
business models

•

Industry’s largest email community

•

Secures millions of messages daily

•

More than 80,000 customers

•

24 state financial regulators

•

100% of U.S. FFIEC regulators

•

30% of all U.S. banks

•

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

•

40% of all U.S. healthcare organizations

•

7 divisions of the U.S. Treasury

•

More than 1,200 U.S. hospitals

Learn more at Zix.com

